HspQ Functions as a Unique Specificity-Enhancing Factor for the AAA+ Lon Protease.
The AAA+ Lon protease is conserved from bacteria to humans, performs crucial roles in protein homeostasis, and is implicated in bacterial pathogenesis and human disease. We investigated how Lon selectively degrades specific substrates among a diverse array of potential targets. We report the discovery of HspQ as a new Lon substrate, unique specificity-enhancing factor, and potent allosteric activator. Lon recognizes HspQ via a C-terminal degron, whose precise presentation, in synergy with multipartite contacts with the native core of HspQ, is required for allosteric Lon activation. Productive HspQ-Lon engagement enhances degradation of multiple new and known Lon substrates. Our studies reveal the existence and simultaneous utilization of two distinct substrate recognition sites on Lon, an HspQ binding site and an HspQ-modulated allosteric site. Our investigations unveil an unprecedented regulatory use of an evolutionarily conserved heat shock protein and present a distinctive mechanism for how Lon protease achieves temporally enhanced substrate selectivity.